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Abstract
The definition of sepsis has evolved significantly over the past three decades. Today, sepsis is defined as a dysregulated host immune response to microbial invasion leading to end organ dysfunction. Septic shock is characterized by hypotension requiring vasopressors after adequate fluid resuscitation with elevated lactate. Early recognition and intervention remain hallmarks for sepsis management. We addressed the current literature and assimilated thought regarding optimum initial resuscitation of the patient with sepsis. A nuanced understanding of the physiology of lactate is provided in our review. Physiologic and practical knowledge of steroid and vasopressor therapy for sepsis is crucial and addressed. As blood purification may interest the nephrologist treating sepsis, we have also added a brief discussion of its status.

Introduction
Sepsis accounts for high morbidity, mortality, and economic burden. Sepsis incidence has been rising, but mortality has decreased worldwide (1,2). AKI is common in sepsis, with mortality rates as high as 60% (3). We will focus on modern sepsis management methods most relevant to nephrologists.

Definitions
The definition of sepsis has evolved over the past three decades. Figure 1 shows how sepsis definitions have changed over the three international consensus conferences (4–6). In 1991, sepsis was defined as two of four systemic inflammatory response (SIRS) criteria with suspected or confirmed infection. These SIRS criteria included fever, tachycardia, tachypnea, and altered WBC count. The recent consensus conference de-emphasizes the SIRS criteria and defines sepsis as a dysregulated host immune response to infection leading to organ dysfunction. A suspected sepsis source and an SOFA score increase of greater than or equal to two due to infection were correlated with higher mortality. The SOFA score awards points on the basis of the degree of organ dysfunction. Scoring is on the basis of oxygenation status, hematologic (platelets), central nervous system, bilirubin, cardiovascular, and renal. Sepsis 3 also introduced quick SOFA as a bedside tool requiring no laboratory results that might alert the provider to the presence of sepsis if two of the following three were present: systolic BP ≤100 or, altered mental status, and respiratory rate 22 or greater. However, the 2021 Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) guidelines recommend against using quick SOFA as a singular screening tool. Sepsis 3 definitions have had mixed reviews, and adoption has been slow. In line with the proposed 2016 Sepsis 3 definitions, we will use the term “sepsis” in this paper to describe infection-induced organ dysfunction/tissue hypoperfusion.

As the definition of sepsis evolves, so does the epidemiology of sepsis-related AKI. As the definition of sepsis becomes more or less sensitive, the incidence of sepsis and sepsis-related AKI changes. It is estimated that about 47%–51% of patients diagnosed with sepsis in the intensive care unit (ICU) will develop AKI, but these numbers should be interpreted with caution (7). Both conditions are clinical diagnoses with the criteria that are not consistent, further clouding the true incidence of sepsis-related AKI. In addition, inaccurate urine output measurements outside of the ICU, reduced creatinine production during sepsis, and the dilution of serum creatinine with fluid resuscitation can confound the diagnosis of AKI (8).

Antibiotics
The SSC guidelines, before 2021, recommended that broad-spectrum antibiotics be given within the first hour of recognition of sepsis. Evidence suggests that delays in antibiotic administration worsen outcomes (9). The 2021 SSC guidelines, recognizing that the strongest literature support for early antibiotics is in septic shock, recommend taking a two-tier approach for the timing of antibiotics when considering the presence of sepsis (Figure 2). New organ dysfunction with confirmed or suspected infection and undifferentiated shock warrants antibiotics within an hour. A 3-hour window is acceptable in the absence of shock and when infection risk is not high. However, some experts disagree with this approach, favoring a best practice goal within 1 hour for all patients with potential for sepsis (10).

Cultures and source control are priorities but should not delay antibiotics. Antibiotic initiation can be divided into empirical or culture-directed treatment. Empirical antibiotics should reflect local...
antibiotic resistance, prior cultures, comorbidities, immunosuppression, shock, and infection site. Antimicrobial de-escalation is a daily priority. Prolonged antibiotics administration increases antibiotic exposure and associated risk for resistance and drug toxicity.

Pathophysiology

In sepsis, microorganisms have specific pathogen-associated molecular patterns, which bind to pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) to stimulate immune cells to produce proinflammatory cytokines (11). A second mechanism of PRR stimulation is the damage-associated pathogen pattern, which occurs due to molecular particle release from damaged cells secondary to the invasive microbe. Once the PRR is bound, both proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory mediators are released. These pathways lead to tissue damage and a decreased ability to mount an immune response to ensuing infections in the case of the anti-inflammatory mediators. In addition, proinflammatory cytokines stimulate endothelial cells, leading to procoagulant

| Infection without systemic inflammation | Infection | Infection | Infection |
| Infection with systemic inflammation without organ dysfunction | Sepsis** | Sepsis*** | Infection |
| Infection with systemic inflammation and presence of organ dysfunction | Severe sepsis | Severe sepsis | Sepsis |
| Infection-induced hypotension not responding to fluid administration and requiring vasopressors | Septic shock | Septic shock | Septic shock**** |

* Date of publication
** SIRS criteria were the only criteria for systemic inflammation
*** Added to SIRS criteria several other general, hemodynamic, inflammatory, organ dysfunction, and tissue hypoperfusion variables which, if abnormal, might support systemic inflammation
**** Also requires an elevated lactate

1992* Sepsis Consensus Definitions Conference
2003* Sepsis Consensus Definitions Conference
2016* Sepsis Consensus Definitions Conference

Figure 1. | The evolution of sepsis definitions. SIRS, systemic inflammatory response.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shock is present</th>
<th>Shock is absent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sepsis is definite or probable</strong></td>
<td>✓ Administer antimicrobials immediately, ideally within 1 hour of recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sepsis is possible</strong></td>
<td>✓ Administer antimicrobials immediately, ideally within 1 hour of recognition ✓ Rapid assessment* of infectious vs. noninfectious causes of acute illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Administer antimicrobials within 3 hours if concern for infection persists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rapid assessment includes history and clinical examination, tests for both infectious and noninfectious causes of acute illness, and immediate treatment for acute conditions that can mimic sepsis. Whenever possible, this should be completed within 3 hours of presentation so that a decision can be made as to the likelihood of an infectious cause of the patient’s presentation and timely antimicrobial therapy provided if the likelihood is thought to be high.

Figure 2. | Antibiotic timing. The timing of antibiotics depends on the presence of shock and the probability of sepsis. Patients with a high probability of sepsis should receive antibiotics within 1 hour. In patients with possible sepsis, antibiotics should be initiated within an hour if shock is present and within 3 hours if they are hemodynamically stable. Reprinted from ref. 4, with permission.
factors, complement activation, vascular permeability, vasodilation, and organ dysfunction (12).

Traditionally, the mechanism for sepsis-associated AKI was thought to be related to ischemic injury secondary to reduced oxygen delivery (DO2), leading to acute tubular necrosis (13). However, animal models indicate an increase in renal blood flow during induced early septic shock, and biopsies performed do not appear to have a significant degree of acute tubular necrosis (14). The primary mechanisms for sepsis-related AKI appear to be inflammatory, microvascular derangements, and adaptive cellular programming (15,16).

In sepsis-related AKI, there is a decoupling of acro- and microcirculation. The systemic vasodilation that accompanies sepsis leads to an increase in renin-angiotensin-aldosterone and sympathetic tone, predisposing to afferent arteriolar vasoconstriction. The gradient for filtration decreases due to constriction of the afferent arteriole and concurrent vasodilation of the efferent arteriole (Figure 3). In addition, there may be low-resistance shunting of blood from the glomerulus via direct connections between the afferent and efferent arteriole (17). In sepsis-related AKI, secondary insults contribute to and maintain AKI (Figure 4). Aggressive fluid resuscitation contributes to interstitial kidney edema and intra-abdominal hypertension (18). The kidney is an encapsulated organ; therefore, positive fluid balances predispose to interstitial edema, reducing the filtration gradient between the glomerular capillaries and Bowman’s space. Medications can contribute to kidney injury, including antibiotics, calcineurin inhibitors, and proton pump inhibitors. Finally, source control in sepsis is important, and this often requires CT scans with contrast, which further increase the risk for secondary kidney injury.

### Resuscitation and Kidney Function

As mentioned previously, sepsis is characterized by vasodilation and capillary leak, which reduces effective circulating blood volume. Therefore, the 2021 SSC guidelines have a downgraded (from 2016) weak recommendation for initial volume expansion with 30 ml/kg crystalloid within 3 hours of identification of sepsis-induced tissue hypoperfusion (hypotension or lactate ≥4 mEq/L) (19). Although an initial 30 ml/kg crystalloid is the standard used by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services as part of the reporting for treating sepsis-induced tissue hypoperfusion (SEP-1), the optimal amount of fluid remains controversial (20).

Some literature has demonstrated an association between poor outcomes and the magnitude of positive fluid balances in patients with septic shock (21,22). A 2019 meta-analysis noted no difference in outcomes when comparing fluid administration approaches (23). Three randomized controlled septic shock trials published in 2014 and 2015 compared resuscitation approaches utilizing various combinations of (1) protocolized resuscitation guided by central venous pressure and oxygenation monitoring, (2) protocolized resuscitation without the use of central venous monitoring, and (3) usual care as determined by the treating physician without central venous monitoring (24–26). The predetermined combined analysis (PRISM) concluded no difference in outcome with these approaches (27). The mortality throughout all treatment arms of these three trials was unexpectedly low at approximately 25%. Of note, the mean fluid administered at the time of randomization across all enrolled patients was 27.5 ml/kg, close to the current SSC recommendation and CMS metric target for initial fluid administration. Initial fluid bolus and continued fluid administration remain controversial in septic shock.

A single-center study evaluating a liberal versus restrictive approach for fluid resuscitation in sepsis found no statistically significant difference in outcomes but a trend toward reduced AKI in the restrictive group (28). The Crystalloid Liberal or Vasopressors Early Resuscitation of Sepsis trial offers some guidance for dosing fluids in septic shock (29). This trial randomized patients with septic shock to a liberal versus a conservative approach for fluids in sepsis. The trial was stopped early due to a strong signal denoting no difference between the two strategies. Fluid administration warrants a probabilistic approach. Unfortunately, only 50% of critical patients are volume responsive, defined as a 10%–15% increase in cardiac output with a bolus (30). Dynamic measurements take precedence over static measurements to determine the probability of volume responsiveness.

The perfusion pressure of the kidney is the gradient between renal artery pressure and renal vein pressure (with mean arterial pressure [MAP] and CVP as surrogates). With constant MAP, any increase in CVP with fluid administration would decrease renal perfusion. The MAP goal in the patient with septic AKI remains unclear. A recent study compared high and low MAP goals in early

---

**Figure 3.** In sepsis, the afferent arteriole undergoes vasoconstriction, whereas the efferent arteriole vasodilates, leading to a reduction in glomerular filtration pressure. The differences in resistance between the two arterioles predispose to glomerular shunting via periglomerular shunting pathways. Both mechanisms lead to a reduction in GFR, despite an increase in renal blood flow early in sepsis.
sepsis AKI and noted increased creatinine clearance in the higher MAP group (31). A prior study compared high and low MAP goals in sepsis-related AKI. No statistically significant difference was noted; however, in the chronic arterial hypertension subgroup, there was a trend toward the reduced need for KRT (32). Therefore, we recommend that MAP goals be at least 65 in patients with sepsis AKI, with consideration for higher goals in patients with a history of hypertension.

CVP is not predictive of volume responsiveness but remains valuable for volume tolerance. A recent meta-analysis notes the association of elevated CVP and AKI, noting that every 1-mm Hg increase in CVP leads to an AKI odds increase of 6% (33). This finding is replicated in patients with sepsis-related AKI (34). Patients that are not volume tolerant, oliguric, and hypotensive should preferentially receive early pressors over fluids.

**Fluid Type**

In years past, normal saline was the standard for fluid expansion in sepsis. However, normal saline has a higher chloride concentration than plasma, which can worsen acidemia and possibly contribute to AKI. Study results comparing saline with more balanced solutions have been mixed. The SMART trial showed a statistically significant improvement in mortality, creatinine, and KRT using balanced crystalloids (35). Similarly, the SALT-ED trial demonstrated a reduction in kidney dysfunction using balanced crystalloids (36). Conversely, multiple recent trials have not shown a statistically significant increase in adverse events with the use of saline (37–39). There is a significant amount of heterogeneity among the trials, including in fluid volume, patient type, degree of hyperchloremia, and fluid administration type crossover. Extrapolation of these findings to patients with sepsis should be done with the knowledge that the SPLIT, BASIC, and PLUS trials had <50% of patients with sepsis. A recent meta-analysis found that the risk ratio for 90-day mortality for balanced crystalloid solutions compared with 0.9% saline was 0.96 (95% confidence interval, 0.91 to 1.01) (40). Furthermore, treatment with balanced solutions compared with saline demonstrated a 0.96 RR for developing AKI (95% confidence interval, 0.89 to 1.02). Overall, using a frequentist approach, the trial did not show a statistically significant difference, but using a Bayesian method, they found a 90% probability that balanced crystalloids reduce mortality. Given the possibility of harm from using saline and the low inertia needed to use

Figure 4. Sepsis-related kidney injury can be divided into primary and secondary mechanisms. The primary mechanisms include damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPS) and pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPS), leading to an innate immune response with consequential systemic vasodilation, disseminated intravascular coagulopathy (DIC), and cellular reprogramming of renal tubular epithelial cells. The innate immune response further contributes to microvascular changes and glomerular microthrombi, resulting in a net reduction in GFR. Secondary injury occurs due to fluid resuscitation that can lead to venous congestion and intra-abdominal hypertension, which further contributes to AKI.
balanced fluids instead, we recommend that balanced fluids be considered the first line for fluid expansion in sepsis. Hetastarch should not be used as a means of volume expansion given the increased risk for AKI (41). Finally, the 2021 SSC guidelines suggest reserving albumin for patients who have received large volumes of crystalloids and are judged to need additional fluid. Sepsis induces endothelial glyocalyx injury, leading to a higher capillary leak, and albumin might provide stabilization of this layer (42,43).

Lactate/Oxygen Delivery/Oxygen Consumption

Lactate rises in sepsis can indicate hypoperfusion and associated anaerobic glycolysis, but they can also be due to a wide variety of other causes, including aerobic glycolysis, cytokine-driven inflammation, catecholamine-driven accelerated glycolytic flux, stimulation of sodium-potassium ATPase pump activity, decreased lactate clearance, and inhibition of pyruvate dehydrogenase.

Lactate levels ≥4 mmol/L are associated with a marked worsened outcome in sepsis (44–46). Lactate clearance >10% during the initial hours of resuscitation correlated with improved sepsis outcomes and was shown to be comparable with targeting normalization of ScVO2, a target in other studies as well (47). The meaning of this is less clear now that more recent trials have shown usual care to be as effective as therapy, which targeted normalization of ScVO2 (27). Currently, there is no strong evidence to guide the frequency of lactate checks for patients with sepsis. Our recommendation would be to repeat every 2 hours until there is a declining trend; then, the frequency can be de-escalated. Given the many mechanisms of lactate rise, it is important to identify patients in whom the rise indicates hypoperfusion, as these patients may benefit from methods to increase DO2.

Lactate should be understood within the relationship between DO2 and oxygen consumption (VO2). Early shock is typically a low effective circulating volume state due to capillary leak and associates with low DO2—the shock state after fluid expansion transitions to a normal to high cardiac output state. If cardiac output falls, VO2 remains constant until a critical threshold is reached, at which time VO2 starts to decrease (Figure 5). This elbow on the DO2/VO2 curve represents the supply-dependent transition for VO2. Logically, one can surmise that patients operating below the critical DO2 level are the patients who would benefit most from inotropes and fluids. Such a patient would benefit from established methods to increase DO2 via increased cardiac output (fluids, inotropes), as an increase in VO2 would be anticipated. VO2 increase that follows a rise in DO2 is called VO2 responsiveness (48,49).

Sepsis performance improvement bundles typically recommend serial lactates to guide resuscitation, but an alternate approach is available for low-resource settings. In this approach, a lactate-driven protocol was compared with a peripheral perfusion approach using capillary refill time (CRT) (50). The CRT group was noninferior, with less resource use. Therefore, we recommend the CRT approach for prognostication and ongoing resuscitation assessment in low-resource settings for patients with septic shock.

De-Resuscitation

Malbrain et al. (22) performed a systematic review to evaluate positive fluid balances in sepsis and noted higher intra-abdominal hypertension with increases in the magnitude of positive fluid balance and association with mortality. As sepsis resolves in patients with septic shock who have undergone fluid resuscitation and are in positive fluid balance, endothelial healing occurs, fluid is mobilized, urine output increases, and a negative fluid balance ensues. This might be called “natural” de-resuscitation. However, there are circumstances when “physician-driven” de-resuscitation might be appropriate. De-resuscitation should be on the basis of the patient’s shock state and evidence of volume overload. Malbrain et al. (22) proposed that de-resuscitation should occur when volume overload contributes to end organ damage.

The gradient between MAP and intra-abdominal pressure is called the abdominal perfusion pressure. It is unclear whether targeting abdominal perfusion pressure in septic shock can modify the AKI trajectory, but with the advent of continuous bladder pressure monitoring, the inertia to study this question should be lower (51). Elevated intra-abdominal pressure and reduced abdominal perfusion pressure warrant the avoidance of additional fluid administration, and pressors should be prioritized in the setting of shock. Care should be taken for accurate intra-abdominal pressure measurements, as technique errors can occur (52). Additionally, fluid removal is a sensible approach, which has been shown to improve intra-abdominal pressure (53). Bedside ultrasound and extravascular lung water index can help quantify volume overload. Protocols, such as the venous excess ultrasonography score (VEXUS), can grade the severity of venous congestion (54). The VEXUS protocol is a four-step ultrasound protocol that may be a better predictor of AKI than traditional CVP estimates. However, this protocol requires skill with bedside ultrasound.

Venous congestion, renal interstitial edema, and intra-abdominal hypertension can contribute to a vicious cycle of
sodium retention and worsening volume-related pathology through neurohormonal mechanisms (55,56). The method of volume removal for fluid overload is on the basis of local resources, hemodynamics, and the presence of diuretics resistance. To expedite de-resuscitation, we recommend the use of the furosemide stress test (FST). In the setting of AKI, the FST can quickly identify patients likely to progress to advanced AKI and require KRT. The timing of KRT remains controversial and beyond the scope of this review, but the data remain mixed (57–60). The FST has been shown to identify those at low risk for requiring KRT, which reduces the risk of initiating therapy on patients who may not have required escalation beyond diuretics (60). Given the mixed data, early versus late KRT questions should be relegated to FST nonresponders and individualized on the basis of the degree of volume overload.

Volume removal in the ICU can be challenging in the shock setting. We recommend a physiology-framed approach. If the patient demonstrates volume responsiveness, then a cardiac output drop associated with BP decreases is likely to occur with volume removal. If the patient is not volume responsive, there is little likelihood of a hemodynamically significant drop in cardiac output and BP with fluid removal. A study performed by Monnet et al. (61) on patients in shock demonstrated that a passive leg raise–induced increase in cardiac index >9% was associated with worsening hypotension with ultrafiltration with an AUC of 0.89.

Vaspressors

Vaspressors should be initiated if the patient with sepsis remains hypotensive despite initial fluid administration. Early vasopressors can be considered given that protocol-based peripheral vasopressor use is safe during initial resuscitation (62). The first-line vasopressor for septic shock is norepinephrine (NE). NE is a venous and arterial vasoconstrictor via α-agonism and provides positive inotropy via β1 receptor activation. NE should be initiated if the MAP goal of 65 mm Hg is not achieved with initial volume resuscitation. Earlier vasopressor initiation may allow for a more fluid-restrictive approach. The CENSER trial demonstrated that earlier use of NE led to a reduction in cardiogenic pulmonary edema (63).

The two second-line agents recommended to achieve MAP targets are low-dose vasopressin and epinephrine. The SSC recommends vasopressin use first. Vasopressin-induced vasoconstriction occurs through stimulation of V1a receptors. Patients with septic shock may have a relative deficiency in vasopressin. Vasopressin preferentially vasoconstricts the renal efferent arteriole, which can maintain GFR in sepsis, but the evidence for kidney benefit is mixed. Two trials have now demonstrated a reduction in the need for dialysis using vasopressin (64,65).

Epinephrine works via α- and β-receptors, increasing vascular resistance and cardiac output; when compared with NE, there is greater inotropy. Patients with poorly filled, hyperdynamic, and hypertrophic left ventricles can risk dynamic outflow tract obstruction with epinephrine. No head-to-head trials compare NE with epinephrine. A randomized, protocolized comparison of epinephrine versus dobutamine plus NE guided by pulmonary artery catheterization did not differ in outcomes (66). Lactate levels may rise with epinephrine, but this is a marker of higher adrenergic activity and is not thought to be harmful. In a randomized controlled septic shock trial of NE versus dopamine, dopamine caused more tachyarrhythmias and mortality and is no longer considered first-line therapy. However, septic shock with bradycardia is still a consideration for the use of dopamine, although epinephrine is also appropriate. Phenytoinephrine, a pure α-agonist, is not for first-line vasopressor use, but it can be considered in patients who are hyperdynamic and tachycardic with profound vasodilation. It would be the vasopressor of choice when serious tachyarrhythmias occur with NE. Fortunately, NE does not usually produce tachycardia or tachyarrhythmias as the β1-chronotropic stimulation is countered by intense venoconstriction and stimulation of right atrium baroreceptors.

Angiotensin II is a recently Food and Drug Administration–approved vasopressor that acts on the peripheral vasculature angiotensin II receptor to vasoconstrict and raise BP (67). It was shown in a clinical trial to raise BP in distributive shock and be safe in the population that met the criteria for study enrollment. Because it is a pure vasoconstrictor without inotropic activity, we do not recommend its use in septic shock in the presence of a known or potential low–cardiac output state. It may be considered as an adjunctive vasopressor in refractory septic shock where cardiac output is not suspected to be low. More study is needed with angiotensin II in septic shock, emphasizing safety and risk for thromboembolism (68).

The SSC and SEP 3 recommend titrating vasopressors to a MAP goal >65 mm Hg. A clinical trial in septic shock evaluated higher versus lower MAP goals and found no significant difference in mortality. However, patients with a hypertension history had less KRT with the higher MAP goal. In addition, lower MAP goals have been evaluated in patients older than 75, suggesting improved outcomes with a goal of 60–65 mm Hg.

Steroids

Glucocorticoid steroids are the body’s primary method for ameliorating an overzealous toxin/mediator response to infection, thought to be a significant driver of the organ dysfunction in sepsis. Earlier large randomized trials evaluated steroids for septic shock in the early 2000s and found inconsistent results. However, two large recent trials (ADRENAL and APROCCHS) collectively support steroids in patients with moderate to severe degrees of septic shock (69,70). Although only one of the two trials had a statistically significant reduction in mortality, both trials showed reduced vasopressor and ICU days. Therefore, the recommendation from the 2021 SSC guidelines is for administering steroids in moderate to severe septic shock. The APROCCHS trial showed a mortality benefit and added 50 µg PO fludrocortisone to the standard hydrocortisone dosing for additional mineralocorticoid activity (hydrocortisone does have both glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid activity). In addition, a beneficial effect of mineralocorticoids (aldosterone) on survival, BP, and vascular reactivity in an endotoxin model of septic shock has been demonstrated and was associated with a restoration of α1-adrenoceptor expression.
**Blood Purification**

Sepsis involves an exaggerated response to circulating pathogen-associated molecular patterns and endotoxins, leading to alterations of the inflammatory cascade. Proposed sepsis treatments include removal of elevated toxins and cytokines using hemoperfusion and high-volume hemofiltration. Hemoperfusion filters bind LPS, cytokines, or both. Polymyxin B hemoperfusion was approved for treatment in 1991 in some countries and has been demonstrated to remove LPS. The evidence for polymyxin-based hemoperfusion remains mixed, with an early trial demonstrating survival benefit in abdominal sepsis, but larger subsequent trials have not replicated this finding (71,72). CytoSorb is an extracorporeal hemadsorption device that works to remove middle molecules, such as cytokines. CytoSorb studies have been small and contradictory, with no collective evidence of improved sepsis outcomes (73–77). High-volume hemofiltration has also been studied in sepsis as a route to remove toxins and mediators, but the preponderance of the literature, including several meta-analyses, indicates no evidence of clinical benefit (78,79). Oxiris (enhanced hemoadsorption for endotoxin and cytokine removal) has been studied in septic shock with mixed evidence as to effectiveness of endotoxin/cytokine removal and a suggestion of hemodynamic improvement in retrospective uncontrolled cohort data (80–82). Prospective randomized studies are needed to judge the clinical potential of this technology. The coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic and the proposed link between critically ill coronavirus disease 2019 and inflammatory mediators have led to heightened interest in blood purification.

Blood purification techniques are resource laden and are not without side effects. Further research with the above technologies is needed to support use in sepsis. The evidence is insufficient to recommend use outside of research studies to date. Research gaps need to be identified and addressed.

**Conclusion**

As our understanding of sepsis evolves, so have our means for management. Early recognition and treatment with antibiotics and judicious fluid expansion are essential. Early administration of an appropriate antibiotic regimen is critical and should be individualized to the patient on the basis of the site of infection and risks for resistant organisms. Vasopressors should be initiated promptly for septic shock with NE as the first-line agent. Lactate can guide resuscitation, but care must be taken to avoid a reductionist approach by administering fluids for any lactate elevation in the absence of other parameters supporting tissue hypoperfusion. Steroids should be in the sepsis algorithm for patients with moderate to severe shock. De-resuscitation should be considered for select patients as persistent volume overload may be worsening instead of facilitating better outcomes.
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